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Abstract—Surveillance systems have become
widely-used equipment for security. Most of them
are PC-based but the cost of a PC would
discourage a customer to purchase them. Hence,
it would be reasonable to develop a cost-effective
embedded system for surveillance video recording.
Though H.264 can provide higher image quality
and compression rate than the widely-accepted
Motion JPEG (MJPEG), it requires more
computing processing power. In this paper, we
present an embedded digital video recorder (DVR)
designed to reduce the cost and increase video
quality. The system is built on Linux. USB is used
as a storage medium for video and audio. H.264
Codec (Coder-decoder) hardware is built in the
system. While the video is stored in the H.264
format, the audio is stored in ADPCM (Adaptive
Differential Pulse-code Modulation) format. The
system is built under limited budget and validated
by experiments. The experimental results show the
system is feasible.
Keywords—DVR; Embedded System; H.264;
Linux;Video compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
With improvement of the living standard and
security consciousness people are more aware of
home safety and living quality. It is now quite
common to see surveillance systems in the public
areas but these systems are not designed for a
family in terms of the cost. Their cost are mainly
from the PC on which the system are built. The
better solution is to build an embedded system for
video recording designed with hardware optimized
for surveillance and image processing. In this way
the cost can be reduced and the processing
capability can keep in the same level.

The core part of a surveillance system is digital
video recording. The traditional surveillance
system can be enhanced from two directions:
focusing on core functions of surveillance and
image processing and modulizing other extended
functions such as networking and storage. To meet
the purpose of system modulization we need an
operating system that is so flexible and extendable.
Linux is such a system that is widely adopted in a
variety of devices equipped with different sorts of
processors such as ARM, PowerPC, x86, and MIPS
[1].
The traditional standard for video recording is
MJPEG[2]. Though the new standard H.264 has
higher compression rate [3, 4], it requires higher
computing power than MJPEG. The obvious
benefit of H.264 is higher image quality with less
storage space. Higher compression rate is also good
for file transfer in networks[2]. In this paper we
present the embedded system we have designed
and implemented. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 describes the system design. Section 4
illustrates the system implementation and
experiments. Section 5 presents the conclusion and
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The components of an embedded system can be
divided into three layers: hardware, operation
system, and application layers [5, 6]. We describe
related work and specific hardware for a video
recording system from these three aspects.
A. Embedded Hardware Design
To build an embedded system, the first thing
needs to do is to create a hardware, commonly a
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PCB (printed circuit board) with mounted
electronic devices. Basically, this can be
accomplished in four steps with the help of
electronic design automation (EDA) [6, 7, 8]:
Schematic capture: In this step the goal is to create
a circuit as simple as possible using the most
common and economic electronic components
following to the design specifications. During this
session capture tools such as OrCAD Capture,
KiCad Eeschema are adopted to help design and
revise circuits. After continuous discussions and
revision the electronic diagram will eventually
reach the design goal.
Circuit simulations and verification: In this step
the functionalities and feasibility and of electronic
circuits designed in the capture step is verified
through simulation tools such as OrCAD PSpice,
KiCad Spice. If simulation results show that the
circuits do not meet the specifications or do not
perform steadily as expected, then go back to the
schematic capture step to revise the circuits.
Circuit layout: In this step tools such as OrCAD
Layout, KiCad Pcbnew are used to layout the
circuits according to the electronic diagram in the
schematic capture step.
Board production and surface mounting: In this
step PCB is produced and then electronic
components are mounted on the circuit board.
Once a PCB is completed, further testing can be
applied for possible next round of revision.
B. H.264 Video Compression Standard and IP
Cameras
Video is a sequence of images closely related in
temporal and spatial spaces. To facilitate fast
retrieval and storage, video is generally encoded
in a format that is fast for compression and
decompression. MJPEG (Motion JPEG) is a video
format in which each video frame is encoded as a
sequence of JPEG images. It is now used by videocapture devices such as digital camera, webcams,
and IP cameras. MJPEG is not so inefficient
because of JPEG.
H.264 is best known as being the video standard
for Blu-ray discs. Though H.264 had been released
in 2003, it is not quickly adopted in industry
because it requires much higher computing
capability than MJPEG. Nowadays, H.264 chips
are becoming more available. Interested read can
refer to [3] or [4] for more details about H.264.
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IP (Internet Protocol) camera is a type of digital
video camera equipped with networking capability.
Since it was released in 1996, it is now commonly
used for surveillance. IP cameras are further
enhanced with different functions through different
technologies of image processing. These
enhancements can release a lot of human work and
possible provide more accurate image analysis. For
example, video content analytics is can help detect
different events such as if any object enters or
leaves a predefined perimeter, an object disappears
or is stolen.
C. Embedded Operation System Design
An operation system (OS) is a program that are
used to manage the system resources and is
required for running user interfaces or drivers.
Though there are quite a numbers of operating
systems, nowadays, Linux has become a popular
OS for an embedded system not only because it is
an open source but also it is small. Linux can be
customized to run in a very limited computing
resource. For example, every Android phone has
Linux in the base layer on top other software
components can be built.
Firmware is a software contained in an
embedded system to provide control programs for
devices as drivers . When we use a device, our
command is executed through a user interface or a
control panel and then delivered to the driver to
activate the corresponding device. Firmware is
commonly written in assembly languages or C
language.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The procedures to develop the proposed embedded
system go as follows:
1. Define system specification/architecture
2. Design hardware.
3. Verify if hardware correct. If yes, go to next
step. Otherwise, go to step 2.
4. Design software/firmware.
5. Verify if firmware is correct. If yes, finished.
Otherwise, go to step4.
A. System Architecture and Functions
We first specified our targeted system which is
composed of three layers as shown in Figure 1.
Each layer is described as follows:
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Hardware layer: Five components are built on top
of this layer including CPU, memory, video
capture, video Encoder and decoder, Ethernet
network, and USB.
OS layer: This layer contains necessary operating
system and drivers. Linux is adopted as OS because
it is open source and can be easily customized.
Application layer: This layer holds the running
applications for video recording, file transmission,
and network storage.
Figure 3. Finished hardware
TW2866 is a 4-channel video decoder and audio
Codec plus video encoder [9] and is used to convert
input video and audio from analog to digital.
TW2809 is a multichannel H.264 audio/video
Codec and used to compress and decompress
digitalized audio/video [10]. RDC’s HB301 is a 32bit x86 processor capable of supporting OS
including MS-Windows, Linux, and DOS and is
used to transfer those audio/video data through
Ethernet and USB chips.
B. Operating System and Firmware
Figure 1. System architecture
Second, we employed OrCAD Capture to design
the circuit as shown in Figure 2. After the circuit
passed the verification of OrCAD PSpice, we
applied OrCAD Layout to layout the circuit. Then,
the PCB is produced and components are mounted.
The finished hardware is shown in Figure 3.

To make the embedded system work, we need
install the operating system, firmware, and
applications. This can be accomplished by a series
of
installations
including
development
environment, cross compiler, boot loader, kernel,
file system, driver, and applications. Usually, BSP
(Board Support Package) is needed for the software
layer installation including the following tasks:
 Hardware initialization including readying CPU
for other devices in the system.
 Core OS Installation including boot loader,
kernel, drivers, and interrupt services.
 System
software
installation
including
multitasking initialization and basic system
software.

Figure 2. Structure of H.264/AVC Video
Encoder
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OS initialization including readying OS for
operations. The processor of the system is HB301
whose BSP can be downloaded from the FTP site1
of the manufacturer, RDC Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
Installing BSP will take a couple of minutes until
the necessary software is available to install into the
embedded hardware.
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Figure 7. JTAG software
Figure5. Executing BSP
Next, a JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) tool
provided by the manufacturer is connected to the
USB port of the PC and the COM port of the
embedded hardware. JTAG tool provides the
necessary hardware and software to install the OS
and software into the embedded hardware . We first
select the boot loader and then use the JTAG
software to load the boot loader into the system
ROM. Once the boot loader is successfully installed
in the embedded hardware, we connect COM and
RJ45 ports of the PC and the embedded hardware
for the RS232 terminal and the network
respectively. Then, we can use boot loader on
RS232 terminal through the TFTP to load the
kernel and file system into the embedded hardware.

Figure 6. Boot loader, kernel, and file system
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Figure 8. Making the new kernel
C. Application Software
The last step is to install the required
applications which are video recording and
playback in our case. We use the source code
provided by the manufacturer. Video recording
follows three steps: 1. ADC (Analog Digital
Conversion): acquiring input video and converting
them from analog signals to digital ones; 2.
compressing them; 3. storing them into a USB
flash drive. Video playback follows three steps
reversely: 1. playing the video and audio on a USB
flash drive; 2. decompress them; 3. DAC (Digital
Analog Conversion): converting them from digital
to analog signals and then output them. The
processes are shown in Figure 9.
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The experimental results for the PC and the
proposed system are shown in Figure 13, Figure 14,
and 15 respectively.

Figure 9.Video recording and playback
processes
After the application programs are installed,
the system is complete with hardware and
software. To transfer the file between the host PC
and embedded system, we can install NFS on the
host PC and mount a directory of the host PC on
the embedded system. Then we can use Linux
commands to move around the video files as
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Mounting a directory of the host PC
on the embedded system
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Results
We have built a digital video recorder using
much less cost but whether the low cost will
sacrifice the performance was a question. Hence we
undertook experiments to resolve our doubt. In our
experiments there are two types of inputs: camera
and DVD. We compare three systems: a low-cost
PC (Pentium-based) with a PCI H.264 Codec card,
a proposed embedded system with Nuvoton
ARM9-NUC960 CPU [11], and the other one with
RDC x86-HB301 CPU [12]. Then let them record
two videos per channel of 1, 2, and 4 channels for 5
minutes and store them in an USB flash drive and
then compare how much file size they can record.
@IJRTER-2017, All Rights Reserved

Figure 11. File size of 5 minute video recorded
in USB flash drive of a Pentium PC with a PCI
H.264 Codec card

Figure 12. File size of 5 minute video recorded
in USB flash drive of a Nuvoton ARM9NUC960 embedded system
B. Analysis and Comparisons
From the hardware point of view experimental
results show that the performance of DVR based
on the proposed and the software point of view
most current PC system is using Windows
operating system while the proposed system is
using Linux. Though installation on Linux could
require a little bit more effort than on Windows,
Linux is free. The comparisons of Windows and
Linux are shown in Table 2. We can conclude that
the proposed approach is very competitive.
Table 1. Comparisons between PC and
Embedded system
Personal
Embedded
Computer with system
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CPU

RAM
Storage
Ethernet
Console
Purpose
Stability
Cost

a video capture
card
Pentium/Core

128M or above
Hard
disk
(large)
NIC
VGA
General
Fair
High
(~US
$300)

designed with a different target in mind have been
proposed.
Pentium/Strong
ARM
/PowerPC/x86
SOC
8M~64M
Flash
drive
(small)
Built-in
Serial
Specific
Good
Low (~US $120)

The experimental results show that PC system and
the RDC x86-HB301 CPU system can record about
the same size of videos during 5 minute session and
more channel of videos do not affect the recording
size too much. We then further verified the both
videos by playing them. Both videos were playing
smoothly without any noticeable loss. This
indicates both systems can record videos in the
required quality. But data loss happened in the
system with Nuvoton ARM9-NUC960 CPU.
The reason is that Nuvoton ARM9-NUC960
CPU
without
the
fast
back-to-back
transactions [13] is not fast enough to process the
data sent from H.264 chip and results in the data
loss.
Table 2. Comparisons between operating
systems
Windows 7/8
Linux
Installation
Less effort
More effort
Driver Support
Good
Fair
Stability
Fair
Good
Cost
~US $50
Free
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this paper we present the design and
implementation of an embedded system for
surveillance video recording which is costeffective without less performance. The system is
validated by experiments and the results show it is
feasible and the performance is equivalent to a PC.
Video compression is gaining popularity since
storage and network bandwidth requirements are
able to be reduced with compression. Many
algorithms for video compression which are
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In the future, we plan to add an IP camera
module into the system. The other enhancement is
adding a wireless network module that can
facilitate wireless retrieval and storage. But before
making it possible, we need apply some security
Measure to make sure the data is safely
transmitted. This would allow users freely to access
the video through any mobile devices when they
are in the nearby area This study explained the
standardization efforts for video compression such
as H.263 and 263+, MPEG-2, 4, and H.264/AVC
represents a major step in the development of video
coding standards, in terms of both coding
efficiency, enhancement and flexibility for
effective use over a broad variety of network types
and application domains. Designers of video
services need to choose an appropriate scalable
video coding scheme, which meets the target
efficiency and flexibility at an affordable cost and
complexity.
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